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What is an image - Overview



What is an Image – What are the metrics?

§ By what criteria do we measure the interest level of an 
image? 

§ What are the key components in the image itself, and what 
do we bring to give meaning to the image? 

§ What are the standards by which we create our images?
§ How can we increase our competence in evaluating our 

own images?



What is an Image – an artist’s point of view

Image-making, and more particularly art-making, are 
considered as rule-based activities in which certain 
fundamental rule-sets are bound to low-level automatic 
cognitive processes (Harold Cohen)
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Image-making, and more particularly art-making, are considered as rule-based activities in which 
certain  fundamental  rule-sets  are  bound to low-level cognitive processes. AARON, a computer- 
program, models some aspects of image-making behavior through the action  of  these  rules,  and 
generates,  in consequence, an extremely large set of highly evocative "freehand" drawings.  The 
program is described, and examples of its output given.  The theoretical basis for the  formula- 
tion  of the program is discussed in terms of cultural considerations, particularly with respect 
to our relationship to the images of remote cultures. An art-museum  environment  implementation 
involving  a special-purpose drawing device is discussed. Some speculation is offered concerning 
the function of randomizing in creative behavior, and an account given of the use of randomness 
in  the  program.   The conclusions offered bear upon the nature of meaning as a function of an 
image-mediated transaction rather than as a function of intentionality.  They propose also  that 
the structure of all drawn images, derives from the nature of visual, cognition. 
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bear  upon the nature of visual representation. 
This may suggest a view of  image-making  as  a 
broadly  referential  activity in which various 
differentiable modes, including  what  we  call 
visual   representation   (note   1),  share  a 
significant body of common characteristics. 
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in  some  respects the methodology used in this 
work  relates  to  the modeling  of   "expert 
systems"  (note  2),  and  it does in fact rely 
heavily  upon my  own  "expert"  knowledge  of 
image-making.  But  in its motivations it cones 
closer to research in the  computer  simulation 
of  cognition.  This is one area, I believe, in 
which the investigator has  no  choice  but  to 
model  the  human prototype. Art is valuable to 
human beings by virtue of being made  by  other 
human  beings, and the question of finding more 
efficient modes than those which characterize 
!

human performance simply does not arise. 
 
My expertise in the area of image-making  rests 
upon  many years of professional activity as an 
artist — a painter, to be precise (note 3)  — 
and  it  will be clear that my activities as an 
artist have continued through my last ten years 
of work in computer-modeling.  The motivation 
for this work has been the desire to understand 
more  about  the nature of art-making processes 
than the making of art itself allows, for under 
normal  circumstances  the  artist  provides  a 
near-perfect example of  an  obviously-present, 
but  virtually  inaccessible body of knowledge. 
The work has been informal, and qua psychology 
lacks methodological rigor. It is to be hoped, 
however, that the body  of  highly  specialized 
knowledge brought to bear on an elusive problem 
will be some compensation. 
 
AARON  is  a  knowledge-based program, in which 
knowledge of  image-making  is  represented  in 
rule  form.  As I have indicated I have been my 
own source of specialized knowledge, and I have 
served   also  as  my  own  knowledge-engineer. 
 before embarking on a detailed account of  the 
program's  workings, I will describe in general 
terms what sort of program it is, and  what  it 
purports to do. 
 
First, what it is 'not.  It is not an  "artists' 
tool". I mean that it is not interactive, it is 
not designed to implement key decisions made by 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
AARON is a computer program designed  to  model 
some  aspects of human art-making behavior, and 
to produce as a result "freehand" drawings of a 
highly  evocative  kind  (figs 1,2). This paper 
describes  the  program,  and  offers  in   its 
conclusions a number of propositions concerning 
the nature of evocation and the nature  of  the 
transaction – the making and reading of images 
- in which evocation occurs.  Perhaps 
unexpectedly – for the program has no access 
to visual data – some of these conclusions         
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What is an Image – in relation to Notation

A notation is a system of graphics or symbols, characters and 
abbreviated expressions, used (for example) in artistic and scientific 
disciplines to represent technical facts

§ Notation: Visual articulation of a concept suggesting further action
§ Musical Notation: Representation of aurally experienced music through 

written symbols
§ Sketch: Rapidly executed freehand drawing to convey an idea
§ Scripts: Instructions for a performance work | computer, cooking, etc. 

sequence of actions
§ Computer Code: Human readable statements executable by a computer
§ Schematic: Diagram that represents the elements of a system using 

abstract, graphic symbols
§ Mathematical Notation: Symbolic expressions with precise semantic 

meaning

http://www.google.com/images?q=musical+notation&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&source=og&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wi&biw=1139&bih=709
http://www.google.com/images?um=1&hl=en&client=firefox-a&rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-US%3Aofficial&biw=1139&bih=709&tbs=isch%3A1&sa=1&q=liebeskind+sketch&aq=f&aqi=&aql=&oq=&gs_rfai=
http://www.google.com/images?q=schematic&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&source=og&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wi&biw=978&bih=737
http://www.math.utah.edu/~pa/math/equations/equations.html


What is an Image – Frank Gehry Disney Hall, LA - Architect sketch
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Urban Nature 
1975-1980

Gelatin silver prints 24”x30” 

Canadian Museum of Contemporary 
Photography, Ottawa and others

http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~g.
legrady/glWeb/Projects/lp/Urban.
html

Beginning in 1969 to around 1980, my 
photographic projects fit into a genre 
of image making heavily influenced 
by the documentary tradition. This 
mode of fine arts photography 
concentrated on documentation 
in the journalistic sense of 
photographing scenes, cultural 
events and environments one came 
across by chance or circumstance. 
The focus was on a balance between 
the chance encounters of interesting 
or banal subject matter and its visual 
orchestration according to a lexicon 
of formal compositional strategies. 
The game lay in a contrast between 
the veracity of the photographic 
image and the shift in meaning that 
occurs when the photographer 
conscientiously explores how real-
time and real space are reduced and 
transformed through the freezing of 
a moment into a two-dimensional 
image.

The activity of walking around 
looking for visually interesting studies 
and chance events in urban and 
suburban environments was replaced 
by visits to construction yards at 
night, which further shifted the 
emphasis towards formal resolution 
of visual elements. 20th Century 

technical, and evidential photographs 
that were done for reasons other than 
aesthetic, were guiding models. The 
prioritization of the photograph’s 
formal orchestration over its subject 
matter addressed the historical 
and ongoing dialogue between 
photography and painting, where the 
gesture based construction process 
of painting was challenged by the 
mechanical recording process of the 
photograph.

From 1974 onwards, I began to 
explore the balance between order 
and chaos in visual compositions, 
a precursor to my later interest 
in Claude Shannon’s Information 
Theory. The approach consisted 
of studying the visual relationship 
of cluttered, banal and uneventful 
subject matter (a form of noise) in real 
space and to orchestrate the subject 
matter defined by the rectangular 
frame of the image to achieve a 
formal balance. The emphasis was on 
the act of formal structuring and the 
image’s success resided in the degree 
of difference between the image’s 
order in contrast to the subject 
matter’s chaos. The use of strobe 
lighting in daylight and darkness, 
further distanced the photographic 

image from its original subject 
matter, which further exaggerated 
the artifice of the photographic 
mechanical recording process.

image from its original subject 
matter, which further exaggerated 
the artifice of the photographic 
mechanical recording process.
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What is an Image – Perspective, Point of View

§ Bruneschelli
§ Anamorphic
§ Holbein’s Ambassadors
§ Asian perspective
§ VR perspective
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What is an Image – Aesthetic Primitives, Gabriele Peters

Aesthetic Primitives of Images for Visualization

Gabriele Peters
Universität Dortmund, Informatik VII, Otto-Hahn-Str. 16, D-44227 Dortmund, Germany

peters@ls7.cs.uni-dortmund.de

Abstract

Images play an important role in visualization. As users
are more willing to adopt a product if it evokes pleasurable
feelings the aesthetic appeal of interfaces becomes more im-
portant. Thus, there is a growing need to generate also im-
ages which appear aesthetically to the user. Starting with
the modularities of the human visual system, we derive six
dimensions of visual aesthetics. For each dimension we ex-
plore, inspired by principles of the visual arts and insights
of cognitive neuroscience, which pecularities of the dimen-
sions are particularly adequate for an aesthetic impression.
Accompanied by a fair number of image examples, these
considerations result in an easy to understand guideline
for computer scientists and interface designers how to deal
with images in terms of aesthetics.

1. Introduction

The roles of images1 in visualization are manifold. Stone
et al. [1] name four main benefits. Images motivate and at-
tract the attention of the user and have the function to per-
suade her. They communicate information, which is often
exploited in computer-based learning. Furthermore, they
have the great power to overcome language barriers, and
they support interaction. Images are especially powerful
whenever it is difficult to describe the depicted information
by words or numbers. This is the paradigm for most human-
computer interaction applications. For example, in web de-
sign images are utilized mainly for two different purposes.
They can have the function to attract the user and may be
used as anticipation of the overall topic of the website. On
the other hand, small thumbnails promote interaction. In
e-learning images usually are the support of the informa-
tion, that should be conveyed by the course. Other examples
of interfaces from several applications of augmented reality
(geovisualization, navigation, maintenance and repair, and
a museum guide) where images are the key components of

1The term ”images” is used here in the sense of pictures, i.e., pho-
tographs or drawings. It does not denote diagrams or charts.

Figure 1. Images as key components of visu-
alization: navigation and maintenance.

the visualization, are shown in figures 1 and 2. The left pic-
ture of figure 1 shows an image of the environment which
is augmented by data indicating a possible path for a ve-
hicle. One could be of the opinion that such a real-time
navigation system has to show ”just the image the camera
captures”. But the interface designer has to decide for the
specification of numerous variables that determine how the
captured image is presented in the user interface. To name
but a few, she has to choose color space, contrast, dynamic
range, spatial arrangement of the image components (e.g.,
the position of the horizon), depth of field, and focal length.
The right part of figure 1 shows an example for maintenance
instructions for an engine. The previous statements hold
true for this example, as well. The last example is given in
figure 2. A virtual guide for the Guggenheim Museum Bil-
bao refers the visitor to architectural features of the building
or gives explanations of exhibits. Two screenshots from the
user interface are shown. In the context of information vi-
sualization and human-computer interaction topics such as
the importance of aesthetic qualities of graphical elements
of user interfaces [2] or the aesthetics of interaction [3] have
frequently been addressed. Also the relation between vi-
sual and verbal information in presentations has been dealt
with [4]. What is underrepresented in the literature is the
role of image aesthetics in visualization. This paper is an
attempt to fill this gap. To identify aesthetic dimensions
that, on the one hand, allow for the evaluation of the aes-
thetic qualities of an image and, on the other hand, enable
an interface designer to adapt her tools to the needs of the

11th International Conference Information Visualization (IV'07)
0-7695-2900-3/07 $20.00  © 2007

Authorized licensed use limited to: Univ of California-Santa Barbara. Downloaded on September 28, 2009 at 22:34 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 



What is an Image – Perception, Neuroscience

§ Images are analogous to visually perceived scenes in the 
world [Archigram]

§ But the observer's psychological [Mark Cohen], physiological 
[Jonathan Crary]

§ perceptual [Eckstein] and mental operations [Julesz] 
[random dot] all impact on meaning

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analogy
http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~g.legrady/rsc/arch/index.html
http://www.brainmapping.org/MarkCohen/
https://monoskop.org/images/3/34/Crary_Jonathan_Techniques_of_the_Observer_1990.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=G5dQztgAAAAJ&hl=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bela_Julesz
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC423145/
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https://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/toolbox/emspectrum1.html


What is an Image – Machine Vision as a Sensing System

§ Machine vision as an extension of human vision
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https://faculty.georgetown.edu/irvinem/theory/Barthes-Rhetoric-of-the-image-ex.pdf
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https://www.google.com/search?q=etienne+jules+marey&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS753US753&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjT2omp97HhAhVSPq0KHYjOApsQ_AUIDigB&biw=2366&bih=1486
https://www.google.com/search?q=muybridge&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS753US753&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjm4Y6197HhAhVPMawKHe-VDUkQ_AUIDigB&biw=2366&bih=1437
harold%20edgerton%20photography
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS753US753&biw=2366&bih=1486&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=_5ujXM3iH46isAWotaGYDQ&q=berenice+abbott+science+photography&oq=berenice+abbott&gs_l=img.1.1.0j0i67l2j0l7.30251.32258..34929...0.0..0.139.1422.12j3....3..1....1..gws-wiz-img.R5pr9g5SDbw
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS753US753&biw=2366&bih=1486&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=I5yjXK-2Ds7UtQWXn53wBQ&q=fluid+dynamics&oq=fluid+dynamics&gs_l=img.3..0l10.24563.26522..27745...0.0..0.103.1274.12j2....3..1....1..gws-wiz-img.......0i67.f9-_0nPtN14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wi7Of5sHGFI
http://cameraculture.media.mit.edu/publications/


To be continued…




